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Abstract 

In nature, climbing trees and pipes of varying diameters or even navigating inside of hollow 

pipes and tree holes is easy for some climbing animals and insects. However, today’s pipe-

climbing robots, which are important for automatically conducting periodic inspections and 

maintenance of pipelines to save time and keep humans away from hazardous environments, 

are designed mainly for a specific task, limiting their adaptability to different working 

scenarios and further implementation in real-life. In this paper, we propose a pipe-climbing 

robot with a soft linear actuator for bioinspired propulsion, two origami clutches to realize 

multi-degrees-of-freedom (DoF) motion and two pairs of soft modular legs for multimodal 

climbing. Design, modeling and experimental validation of the origami clutch are introduced 

in detail. Preliminary experimental results show that we can achieve a stroke of up to 289.6% 

and a maximum 45 degrees bending angle on the soft linear actuator by regulating the air 

pressure inside the soft actuator and origami clutches. Additionally, by choosing the leg-type, 

three climbing modes, including out-pipe versatile mode, out-pipe high-force mode and in-

pipe mode can be realized for particular working scenarios. A prototype climbing robot 

demonstrates that in out-pipe versatile mode, the robot can climb on the exterior of pipes 

made of various materials including PVC, rubber and metal with diameters ranging from 105 

to 117 mm. In the out-pipe high-force mode, the climber can navigate along a specific pipe 

carrying maximum 675 g external load at the top or 200 g hanging from the bottom, as well 

as keeping functional without failure under static loads as high as 1968 g. In the in-pipe 

mode, the robot is able to travel inside pipes. This research might bridge the design gap 

between in-pipe and out-pipe climbing robots while offering an alternative option for soft 

robots to execute multi-DoF motion. 
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1. Introduction 

Pipelines are widely utilized in many industrial 

environments as well as in our daily lives, such as 

petrochemical plants, water/electricity transportation systems 

and heat exchange networks. At present, most of the periodic 

safety inspections and maintenance of pipelines to prevent 

critical leakage accidents are performed manually, which is 

quite time-consuming and may be dangerous for humans 

exposed to the hazardous conditions. 

To address this threat, several pipe-climbing robots have 

been developed recently that can perform inspection and 

maintenance on pipelines remotely [1,2]. Existing climbing 

robots can be classified into major categories according to 

locomotion principles, including legged type [3,4], 

wheeled/tracked type [5-8] and inchworm type [9-11]. Of note



 

most of the existing pipe-climbing robots are based on rigid 

frameworks and are driven by electric motors, which have 

advantages for multi-DoF motion and precise control. 

However, their usually cumbersome bodies might be a 

limitation. With the rapid development of soft robots, an 

emerging research field that has gained increasing attention 

world-wide [12], soft pipe-climbing robots have shown 

tremendous merit because they tend to be light-weight, low-

cost and inherently compliant [13,14]. Nevertheless, the 

ability to realize multi-DoF motion remains a challenge for 

existing soft robots. Nowadays, available solutions include 

utilizing multiple chambers [15,16] or introducing stiffness-

changeable smart materials [17,18]. However, for the multi-

chamber soft pipe climbing robots [19,20], failure might occur 

when they navigate along horizontal or inclined pipes carrying 

external loads because their maximum mechanical stiffness is 

limited by the inherent low stiffness of soft materials. Besides, 

drawbacks also exist for the smart materials, including the 

high hysteresis of jamming mechanism [21,22] and the long 

cooling times for phase transition-based materials to recover 

to the initial high- stiffness state [23]. Hence, we need a new 

method for soft pipe-climbing robots to carry out multi-DoF 

motion for dealing with pipelines with turns. 

Furthermore, the existing pipe-climbing robots can be 

roughly divided into two main categories based on their 

working scenarios: in-pipe climbing robots that navigate 

inside pipes and the out-pipe counterparts, climbing along the 

outside [24]. In-pipe climbing robots navigating the inside of 

pipes bypass obstacles usually found outside of pipes such as 

valves, fixtures and flanges. Besides, for underground 

pipelines where there is not enough space for out-pipe 

climbing robots, in-pipe climbers are usually the only 

available choice. Nevertheless, whole pipelines have to be 

shut down and any fluids inside removed before deployment 

of climbers. Their counterparts, out-pipe climbing robots can 

function well hanging onto pipelines without complicated 

preparatory procedure and regardless of the contents inside the 

pipes. However, most existing pipe-climbing robots are 

designed for a specific task inside or outside of pipelines [1], 

which limits their adaptability and versatility. Hence, 

developing a pipe-climbing robot that can perform well both 

inside and outside pipelines may bridge the design gap 

between in-pipe and out-pipe climbing robots. 

In this paper, we develop a multimodal pipe-climbing robot 

with origami clutches and soft modular legs. First, we describe 

the structure and working principle of the pipe-climbing robot. 

Then, we illustrate the analytical models concerning the clutch 

in detail and compare them with finite element analysis (FEA) 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a multimodal pipe climbing robot consisting of a soft linear actuator, two pneumatic origami clutches and two pairs of legs. 

(b) Working principle of the pneumatic origami clutches. (c) Locomotion of the pipe-climbing robot is realized by periodic actuation of the soft linear 

actuator and legs and then selectively regulating the pulling force on the cables by adjusting the air pressure inside the corresponding origami clutches: 

(c-1) climbing up a vertical pipe with all cables loosened (clutches deflated); (c-2) navigating the exterior of a pipe with turns by selectively tightening 

cable #2 (clutch #2 inflated, clutch #1 deflated) to adjust the bending angles of the soft linear actuator; (c-3) traveling through a horizontal pipe by 

selectively tightening cable #1 (clutch #1 inflated, clutch #2 deflated) to maintain the movement direction of the climber and avoiding failure induced 

by its own weight or external load. 
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and the experimental results. We go on to propose three types 

of soft modular legs for multimodal climbing of the robot and 

enhance grasping force of the legs by managing to avoid the 

insufficient contact between the soft actuators and pipes 

induced by excessive deformation of the soft structures with 

overlarge input air pressure, as mentioned in [25,26]. Finally, 

we develop a preliminary prototype of the pipe-climbing robot 

and evaluate its functionality with each leg-mode in three 

different working scenarios. The experimental results showed 

that by selectively adjusting the input air pressure inside the 

origami clutches and replacing the different leg modules, three 

modes of climbing in various working scenarios can be 

achieved, including (1) out-pipe versatile mode with two pairs 

of normally open legs to travel along the exterior of pipelines 

with bends, varying diameters and different materials; (2) out-

pipe high-force mode with normally closed legs to climb up 

pipes of a set diameter with limited loads and remain 

functional under high static load; (3) in-pipe mode to navigate 

inside pipes. 

The contributions of this research can be highlighted as: 

⚫ Design, modeling and validation of control parameters of 

a novel origami clutch for multi-DoF bioinspired 

propulsion; 

⚫ Modular design of soft-rigid hybrid legs for multimodal 

climbing and gripping force enhancement of mobile 

robot; 

⚫ A functional prototype of a multi-legged pipe-climbing 

robot and performance evaluation in three working 

scenarios. 

2. Climbing robot design 

In nature, some climbing animals and insects are capable of 

embracing pipes or trees with their limbs, forming a ring-like 

shape that increases holding force by enlarging the contact 

surface. Then, by periodic body propulsion and alternatively 

holding or relaxing their limbs, the climbing animals and 

insects climb different pipes or trees easily.  

Similar to these natural counterparts, the proposed multi-

legged pipe-climbing robot consists of a soft body and two 

pairs of soft modular legs as illustrated in Figure 1(a). Below 

we introduce the system overview of the robot, followed by a 

description of the structure and working principles of the robot 

body with origami clutches and soft modular legs. 

2.1 System overview 

As with the extreme importance of the body structure and 

strong limbs of climbing animals, the main challenges in 

designing pipe-climbing robots include a versatile body for 

multi-DoF propulsion and large-stroke movement, and 

functional legs to exert a high-enough holding force in 

numerous working scenarios. 

For the body, a bellow-like soft linear actuator was adopted 

since it has advantage of achieving large stroke when 

vacuumed and inflated [27]. A hard question for this design is 

the way to regulate movement direction of the soft linear 

actuator for multi-DoF motion when dealing with pipes with 

turns. As mentioned above, existing solutions for soft 

structures to achieve multi-DoF motion are limited by their 

own disadvantages. To address this and avoid using other 

actuation sources that could make the system cumbersome, a 

novel pneumatic origami clutch is proposed in this work. 

Schematic of the main components of the pneumatic origami 

clutches is given in Figure 1(b). Each clutch contains a 

pneumatic origami bellow whose height varies according to 

the input air pressure, a 3D-printed slider with one end 

connected to the upper part of the climber via a Kevlar cable 

and the other end attached to an elastic spring for returning to 

the initial position. Additionally, a shared slideway is mounted 

between the sliders so that they can travel through it.  

The main feature of the working principle of the clutch to 

regulate the pulling force on the cable is: when the origami 

bellow is deflated, there will always be a tiny gap between the 

slider and the bellow, which means that the slider can move 

easily along the slideway without much impedance and the 

pulling force needed to move the slider is relatively small; 

once the origami bellow is inflated, the bellow will contact the 

slider and press it towards the slideway, significantly 

increasing the pulling force on the cable that can be further 

regulated by adjusting the input air pressure inside the bellow. 

In should be noted that with the help of friction tape, the 

friction coefficient on the interface between the slider and the 

bellow is much higher than that between the slider and 

slideway (further calibration can be found in the next section). 

With this design, the movement direction of the soft linear 

actuator can be regulated by selectively tightening or 

loosening the cables by modulating the input air pressure 

inside the origami clutches. 

For the legs, the biggest challenge is their adaptability to 

several working scenarios including in-pipe and out-pipe 

climbing and a large enough holding force to avoid failure due 

to the robot’s weight. For the adaptability, three types of 

replaceable legs based on modular design are proposed in this 

work and we show one of them in this section (see Figure 1(a)) 

for simplification. When inflated, this pair of legs will bend 

towards a pipe to hold the upper or lower part of the climber, 

similar to the function of limbs of primates when climbing. 

For the holding force, a soft-rigid hybrid design is proposed 

and will be introduced in detail in the following section. 

A typical climbing cycle of the proposed robot on a vertical 

pipe can be achieved by periodic actuation of the soft linear 

actuator and the two pairs of legs as depicted in Figure 1(c-1). 

Inflation and vacuum of the soft linear actuator will induce 

body propulsion and at the same time inflating or deflating two 

pairs of legs will allow them to hold the upper or lower part of 

the robot against the pipe. Likewise, the elongation of the soft 

linear actuator could also result in a bending motion of the 
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robot as shown in Figure 1(c-2), when cable #2 is tightened by 

increasing the air pressure inside origami clutch #2 so that the 

climber can travel through pipes with turns. Similarly, the 

climbing robot could also travel through a horizontal pipe by 

selectively tightening cable #1 to maintain the movement 

direction of the climber and avoid failure induced by its own 

weight as illustrated in Figure 1(c-3). 

2.2 Loading on the body with origami clutches 

As a main component of the body, the pneumatic origami 

clutch plays an important role in realizing multi-DoF climbing 

by regulating the movement direction of the soft linear 

actuator. The most important part is the actuation method of 

the pneumatic origami bellow to adjust its height. According 

to our previous work [28], it is quite difficult to keep the 

bellow air-tight at relatively high air pressure and the output 

force is limited. Here, we propose a novel design of a 

pneumatic origami bellow by combining origami and soft 

robotic technology. As illustrated in Figure 2, the bellow 

consists of four main components: a light-weight origami 

bellow shell, a rectangular soft actuator made of Dragon Skin 

30 with 10% Silicone Thinner, a 3D-printed container to 

restrict expansion of the soft actuator at the lateral and bottom 

faces, and a laser-cut fiberglass layer with two holes that 

allows the silicone to bulge out to increase the height of the 

bellow as depicted in the Figure 2 left view. When the soft 

actuator is inflated, the silicone bulges will contact the origami 

bellow shell and push it towards the slider to enhance the 

pulling force on the cable as mentioned above. This design has 

two main advantages: higher pressure can be sustained by the 

soft actuator, meaning that the bellow can push the slider 

harder and hence achieve larger pulling force on the cable; the 

origami bellow insures that the silicone bulges do not contact 

the slider directly, which significantly increases the lifetime of 

the mechanism. 

To quantitatively analyze the relationship between the 

pulling force on the cable and the input air pressure inside the 

soft rectangular actuator as the slider moves along the 

slideway, analytical models are given and detailed derivations 

can be found below. The theoretical models consist of two 

main parts: (1) the deformation analysis of the height of the 

silicone bulges when the applied air pressure varies; (2) 

deviation around the pulling force on the cable under a certain 

input air pressure, which indicates a certain deformation 

height of the silicone bulges as the displacement of the slider 

increases along the slideway. Assumptions are made to 

simplify the models: the elastic force and weight of the 

origami bellow as well as weight of the slider are empirically 

neglected as they are very small compared to the pushing force 

of the soft rectangular actuator according to experimental 

results. 

First, the relationship between the deformed height of the 

soft rectangular actuator and the input pressure is analyzed. 

Note that the mechanism is totally symmetric for the two 

silicone bulges, dealing with either works. 

Yeoh material model is adopted here according to the 

material tests introduced in Section 3 and the strain-energy 

function u  can be given as, 
3

1

1

( 3),i

i

u c I
=

= −                                 (1) 

where 
ic   is the material coefficients to be calibrated and 

1I   

is the first invariant of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor which 

can be expressed as, 
2 2 2

1 1 2 3 ,I   = + +                               (2) 

where 
1 2 3, ,     are the stretch of the soft material in 

longitudinal, circumferential and radial direction respectively. 

Considering the boundary conditions in this case and the 

inextensibility of the soft material, the stretches can be 

obtained as: 
2

2 1 3 1;   −= = . According to virtual work 

principle, the energy equation can be given as, 

,U W =                                     (3) 

where U  denotes the strain-energy stored in the soft 

material and W  is the work of the air pressure when the soft 

actuator deforms. They can be further obtained as, 

, ,s cU V u W P V   = =                        (4) 

where 
sV  refers to the initial volume of the silicone bulge, P  

is the input air pressure and cV  denotes the volume of the 

 

Figure 2. Main components of the pneumatic origami bellow and 

parametric description of the deformation of the soft rectangular 

actuator inside the origami bellow. Isometric view is upward to better 

show the location of silicone bulges. Section view (A-A’) is taken 

along the longitudinal direction of isometric view and then inverted 

downward to show how silicone bulges push down the bottom plate 

of the origami bellow shell in reality. Closeup view of one of the 

silicone bulges is given to better depict geometric parameters. 
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chamber of the bulge as illustrated in the closeup view of 

Figure 2. It can be obtained that, 
2 2

2 2

1

(3 )
,

4 3

4
, ,

8

s c

s c s

c

c

t R h h
V V V

h R
R

h

 




 −
= = −

+ 
= =



                (5) 

where 
st  ( 1st mm= ) is the initial thickness of the bulge, 

c  (

5c mm = ) refers to the diameter of the hole, R  is the radius 

of the deformed silicone bulge, h  denotes the deformed 

height and the angle   as depicted in Figure 2 can be further 

given as, 

2arcsin( ),
2

2 2arcsin( ), .
2

c

c

h R
R

h R
R








= 
 − 



                    (6) 

By substitution of (1), (2) and (4)-(6) into (3), it can be 

obtained that deformed height h  is a function of the input 

pressure P  as briefly concluded as, 

( ).h f P=                                     (7) 

Then, it is the derivation of the relationship between the 

pulling force on the cable 
cF  and the deformed height h  of 

the silicone bulges as the slider moves along the slideway. As 

introduced above, when the soft rectangular actuator in the 

origami bellow is inflated, the silicone bulges rise up from the 

holes in the laser-cut layer and then contact the bottom plate 

of the origami bellow that will accordingly contact the slider 

to enhance the pulling force on the cable finally. In fact, there 

will be several similar contact phases as the displacement of 

the slider along the slideway 
sdx  increases. For 

simplification, a typical contact pattern as shown in Figure 3 

is given in this work. 

As in Figure 3 (a-2), the geometrical equations can be given 

as, 

1 1 1

2 2

1 1

sin ( )cos 0

( ( )cos ( ) / sin 0

( ( )cos ( )sin 0,

R

bs Nc

bs Nc

L x R

R h g L L R

R h g L L R

  

  

  

− + − =

− + + − − − =

− + − − − − =

      (8) 

where 
1 2,   are the distance variation between the centers of 

the silicone bulges and bottom plate of the origami bellow 

shell respectively, 
1 217.5 , 42.5R Rx mm x mm= =  denote the 

horizontal distances between the centers of silicone bulges and 

the reference point O  respectively,   refers to the angle of 

inclination of the bottom plate and other variables can be 

found in Figure 3. 

To obtain the contact force that the silicone bulges exert on 

bottom plate of the origami bellow shell, Hertz contact model 

[29] has been utilized and the distributed stresses 
ir

  on the 

contact surface should obey Cauchy distribution as,  

 
1

* 22
*

*

2 2

*

*

2
( ) 1 ( ) , 1, 2

, 1, 2

1 11

1 1 1
,

i
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r

i
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s b

b

r
E i

aR

a R i

v v

E EE

R RR








= − =

= =

− −
= +

= +

               (9) 

where 
ia  denotes the radii of the contact areas, 

ir  refers to the 

distance to the center of the contact areas, *E  and *R  are the 

effective elastic modulus and bending radius respectively, 
sE  

and 
bE  are the elastic modulus of the silicone and the bellow 

respectively (
b sE E ), 

sv  and 
bv  are the Poisson’s ratio of 

the silicone and bellow respectively. It can be given that 
*R R  since the bending radius of the bellow plate is almost 

infinite. 

According to Figure 3(a-3) and 3(b), the force equilibriums 

of the bellow plate as well as the slider can be obtained as, 

2

1

3

0

(cos sin sin cos )

( ) 0

8
2 , 1, 2,

3(1 )

i

i

c Nb b s s b s

Nb Nc i

i

a

s

i r i i i

s

F F F

F F F

G
F rdr R i

v

       

  

=

= + + − +

− + =

= = =
−





  (10) 

 

Figure 3. Description of a typical contact pattern of the silicone 

bulges, bottom plate of the origami bellow shell and the slider. (a-1) 

overview. (a-2) Detailed sketch of (a-1) showing main geometric 

parameters. (a-3) Section view of force analysis on the bottom plate 

of the bellow shell. (b) Force analysis of the slider. 
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where 
cF  is the pulling force on the cable, 

NbF  denotes the 

normal pushing force that the bellow plate exerts on the slider, 

NcF is the normal pushing force of the slideway, 
sF  refers to 

the recovering force of the elastic string as in Figure 1, 
iF  

denote resultant forces of the distributed stresses 
ri  on the 

contact surface respectively, 
sG  is the shear modulus of the 

silicone, 
b  refers to the friction coefficient between the 

slider and bellow plate and 
s  is the friction factor between 

the slider and the slideway. 
sF , 

sG , 
b and

s  will be 

experimentally calibrated in Section 3. Furthermore, the 

moment equilibriums of the bellow plate around the contact 

point 
cO  as illustrated in Figure 3 can be obtained as, 

1 2

1 1 1

2 2 2

0

( )

( ),

Nc

Nc

M M

M F L L

M F L L

− =

= −

= −

                            (11) 

where 
1 2,M M  denote the torque of forces 

1 2,F F  respectively. 

For a certain deformed height of the soft actuator when the 

input air pressure inside the actuator is given, the theoretical 

relationship between the pulling force 
cF  and the 

displacement of the slider 
sdx   as it moves along the slideway 

can be calculated by combining (8)-(11) and summarized as, 

( , ).c sdF g h x=                               (12) 

Finally, the theoretical model about the pulling force on the 

cable and the input air pressure inside the soft actuator as 

displacement of the slider increases can be obtained by 

combining (12) and (7). 

Of note, the distance between the soft linear actuator and 

the two cables will aslo influence the bending performance of 

the soft actuator. Preliminary theoretical analysis shows that 

the maximum bending angle of the soft actuator happens when 

cable #1 gets its maximum length and cable #2 is totally 

locked by clutch #2 without any elongation in length. 

Considering the fact that the maximum locking force on the 

cables is limited, which means we have to enlarge the moment 

arm of cable #2 as much as possible to lock it within a limited 

locking force. However, the experimental result shows that 

cable #1 will interfere with the soft actuator when bending if 

they are mounted too close to each other as shown in Figure 

1. Hence, the distances between the soft actuator and the two 

cables are determined finally by combining the theoretical and 

experimental results to achieve the maximum bending angle 

of the soft actuator with limited locking force and stroke on 

the cables. 

2.3 Soft modular legs 

Adaptability for various working scenarios and enough 

holding force to support the robot against gravity are the main 

requirements in the design of legs for climbing robots. For the 

former, three types of modular designed legs are introduced in 

this work as illustrated in Figure 4, which could significantly 

improve the adaptability and meanwhile offer new insights 

into designing climbing robots. For the latter, a general 

method to enhance the gripping force when holding objects 

for existing totally-soft grippers is to apply higher input air 

pressure. However, insufficient contact between the soft 

actuators and objects happens sometimes and a gripping 

failure will be induced by excessive deformation of the soft 

structures when overlarge input air pressure is applied, as 

mentioned in [25,26]. Trying to offer an alternative solution 

for this general problem of totally-soft actuators, a soft-rigid 

hybrid structure is hereby proposed based on a similar design 

method with the work in [30]. As validated in [30], the 

gripping force can be significantly enhanced by the bulged out  

 

Figure 4. Structure description of the three types of legs, schematic 

of working modes of the pipe-climbing robot by integrating each leg-

type with the main body of the robot respectively and their application 

in three working scenarios. 
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TABLE Ⅰ. Coefficients of Soft Materials 

silicone bubbles. In this paper, each of the three types of legs 

are made of a soft rectangular actuator and a different shell to 

restrict undesired deformation of the actuator. Identical soft 

actuators are utilized in this work to simplify the design and 

fabrication process. 

 For pipelines with varied diameters and bends, a normally 

open leg-type named as type #1 in Figure 4 is proposed. The 

multi-segment origami shell is laminated by four laser-cut 

layers, including two identical multi-segment fiberglass layers 

as the main support structure, a Kapton and adhesive layer for 

linkage and attachment of fiberglass layers, and a TPU layer 

with creases to avoid detachment by restricting the maximum 

elongation of the dorsal side of the leg when bending. It must 

be noted that similar design about the holes in the fiberglass 

layer of the origami bellow as mentioned above is also applied 

here so that silicone can bulge out from the holes to directly 

contact the pipes. Since the friction factor between silicone 

and the material of pipes is higher than the one between 

fiberglass and pipes, the gripping force can be relatively 

enhanced with this design. Preliminary experimental results 

showed that the climbing robot tended to slide down the pipe 

when normally totally-soft bending actuators were adopted 

due to detachment between the soft actuators and pipes as 

described in [25,26]. In addition, if there were no holes on the 

origami shells, failure also happened even if the origami shell-

based soft-rigid hybrid actuators were utilized, since the 

friction factor between the shell and pipes is relatively low. 

Finally, the robot was able to climb up pipes with any inclined 

angles carrying a certain load with the help of TPU layer to 

avoid excessive bending of the actuators and silicone bulges 

to enhance gripping force. The detailed results will be given 

in the following section. 

To fulfil the requirements in certain circumstances where 

large load ability is needed while climbing along the outside 

of pipes, a normally closed leg-type is proposed as denoted as 

type #2. The shell for this type is 3D printed with several holes 

on the inner side. When inflated, silicone bulges from the 

holes contacts pipes and a larger gripping force can be 

achieved since the rigid shells are totally fixed. Hence, the 

robot is able to climb up a pipe of a certain diameter with a 

large external load. Similarly, a normally closed leg-type (type 

#3) is proposed for in-pipe climbing robots. The biggest 

difference between this leg-type and the former-mentioned 

type is that the holes are designed on the outer side of the 3D- 

printed shell so that the silicone bulges can interact with the 

inner side of the pipes to hold the robot. Schematic of the 

possible application of the three modes for the pipe-climbing 

robot in various working scenarios are given in Figure 4. 

3. Results 

To verify the analytical models of the proposed origami 

clutches, several groups of experiments were conducted. 

Then, analytical results were compared with simulational and 

experimental ones as illustrated in Section 3.1. In addition, the 

workspace of the pipe-climbing robot was tested in Section 

3.2 to quantitively evaluate its multi-DoF motion ability with 

the help of the proposed origami clutches. Finally, climbing 

and loading capacity tests were conducted on a prototyped 

pipe-climbing robot and results can be found in Section 3.3. 

3.1 Verification of theoretical models 

Standard uniaxial extension tests of the utilized soft 

materials were conducted to obtain their material coefficients 

before simulation and experimental verification of the 

analytical models,. The detailed material coefficients based on 

Yeoh model are given in Table Ⅰ. 

First part was the verification of the theoretical model 

between the deformation of the soft rectangular actuator inside 

Materials 

Coefficients (MPa) 

C1 C2 C3 

Elastosil M4601 0.1 1.2 x10-2 7.5 x10-4 

Dragon Skin 30 with 

10% Silicone Thinner 
5.1 x10-2 1.8 x10-2 -9.2 x10-4 

 

Figure 5. FEA, Analytical and experimental results of the height of 

the silicone bulges of the soft rectangular actuator inside the origami 

bellow as the input air pressure increases. 

 

Figure 6. Analytical and experimental results of the relationship 

between the pulling force on the cable in the origami clutch and the 

displacement of the slider when the input air pressure inside the soft 

actuator of the origami bellow is set at 0 kPa, 100 kPa and 200 kPa 

respectively. 
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the origami bellow and the input air pressure. Both FEM 

simulation and experiments were conducted. 

 Since the soft rectangular actuator is totally symmetric in 

longitudinal and cross-sectional directions, only a quarter of 

the soft actuator was simulated to save computation costs. The 

boundary conditions utilized here are identical with the reality. 

Simulation results showed that the membrane of the soft 

actuator at the holes will be inflated to a spherical shape, and 

the local stress at each element of spherical-shaped silicone 

bulges is almost the same except at the tip area with higher 

stress, which means that the assumption in the theoretical 

models is rational. It should be noted that the small difference 

in stress at the tip area might induce a little deviation between 

the simulation and calculational results because the Eq. (4) has 

implied an assumption that the stress is equally distributed 

over all the spherical areas. Then, the height of silicone bulges 

in the FEA results was extracted for further comparison with 

the analytical models.  

In the experimental part, tests on three separately fabricated 

soft actuators were conducted to obtain their relationship 

between the height of the silicone bulges and input air 

pressure. To eliminate the random error, each experiment for 

each sample was repeated three times. The final FEA, 

analytical and experimental results of the deformed height of 

the silicone bulges of the soft rectangular actuator as the input 

pressure increases are given in Figure 5. As can be seen, the 

deviation is acceptable within the error margin. 

Then, we conducted experiments on a homemade platform 

to verify the analytical model between the pulling force on the 

cable and the displacement of the slider for any certain input 

pressure inside the origami bellow. During the experiments, 

the slider was pulled by a load cell to move along the slideway 

when the input air pressure was set at 0kpa, 100 kPa and 200 

kPa respectively, and the pulling force was recorded. Each 

experiment was also repeated three times to eliminate random 

error. Elastic strings as shown in Figure 1 were removed in 

these experiments for a more intuitive comparison of the 

experimental and analytical results. Besides, it should be 

noted that the friction coefficients between the slider and the 

bottom plate of the origami bellow shell as well as the 

slideway as mentioned  above  were  also  calibrated  with 

similar platforms and the results are 0.12,s =  0.71b = . 

Finally, analytical and experimental results are given in 

Figure 6. As illustrated, similar variation trends were found 

between the analytical and experimental curves when the 

displacement of the slider increased under each input air 

pressure. However, relatively large deviation also exists for 

the results, especially for higher air pressure. A possible main 

reason could be due to propagated error coming from the 

deviation in the deformed height. In addition, fabrication error 

of the 3D-printed platform to mount the origami bellow and 

the slideway might also contribute. The plane to attach the 

origami bellow is difficult to keep totally even due to the 

limited precision of the 3D printer and any tiny uneven spot 

might induce large deviations in the final results because the 

pulling force is quite sensitive for the distance between the 

bottom bellow plate and the slider according to the analytical 

model. 

3.2 Workspace of the pipe-climbing robot 

As mentioned above, the soft linear actuator will bend 

towards different directions when inflated as input pressure in 

the two origami clutches varies. To quantitively validate the 

multi-DoF motion ability of the soft linear actuator based on 

the proposed pneumatic origami clutches, the workspace of 

the body of the pipe-climbing robot was analyzed. Only out-

pipe versatile mode was adopted here for simplification. 

During the experiments, the soft linear actuator was vacuumed 

or inflated from -26 kPa to 80 kPa with the input pressure in 

the two clutches from 0 kPa to 300 kPa respectively with a 100 

kPa gap. The center on the top surface of the soft linear 

actuator was selected as the reference point and its trajectories 

when the actuator moves were recorded as shown in Figure 7. 

The results showed that a maximum 289.6% linear stroke on 

 

Figure 7. Workspace of the pipe climbing robot in out-pipe versatile 

mode. Closeup view: the moving trajectories of the soft bellow by 

choosing the center on the top surface of the soft linear actuator as the 

reference point when the actuator is vacuumed or inflated from -26 

kPa to 80 kPa and the input pressure in the two origami clutches 

varies from 0 kPa to 300 kPa with a 100 kPa gap. 
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the soft linear actuator and maximum 45 degrees bending 

angle could be achieved by selectively adjusting the input air 

pressure inside the two pneumatic origami clutches. 

3.3 Prototype evaluation 

A prototype multimodal pipe-climbing robot was also 

developed in this work to further demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed pneumatic origami clutches and 

soft modular legs. As introduced above, three climbing modes  

of the robot can be achieved by simply replacing leg-types for 

different working scenarios. 

For out-pipe versatile mode, two pairs of normally open 

 

Figure 8. Demonstration of the pipe-climbing robot in out-pipe versatile mode. (A-C) Climbing on the 

exterior of vertical pipes made of PVC, rubber and metal respectively with diameters ranging from 105 

mm to 117 mm. (D) Navigating the exterior of a horizontal pipe: with both origami clutches unactuated, 

failure will occur due to unexpected bending of the actuator induced by the external load and unbalanced 

bending moment caused by the two cables; by adjusting the input air pressure inside clutch #1, the 

corresponding cable #1 will be selectively tightened to balance the bending moment so that the climber can 

maintain functional. (E) Traveling along the outside of pipes with 45 degrees bends. 
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legs as shown in Figure 4 were installed on the main body of 

the climbing robot. As illustrated in Figure 8A-C, 

experimental results showed that the robot can climb up pipes 

of different materials (PVC, rubber and metal) and varying 

outer diameters ranging from 105 to 117 mm by periodic 

actuation of the soft linear actuator and legs. Besides, when 

navigating along a horizontal pipe carrying an external load as 

illustrated in Figure 8D, the robot tended to fail due to the 

influence of its own weight and the external load with no 

clutch actuated. However, the climbing robot was then able to 

keep climbing by selectively adjusting the input air pressure 

in clutch #1 to restrict the undesired deformation of the soft 

linear actuator, which is another advantage of the proposed 

origami clutches over totally-soft actuators. Furthermore, the 

robot could also deal with pipes with bends of up to 45 degrees 

by actuating the origami clutch #2 as shown in Figure 8E. 

Demonstration videos showing the pipe-climbing robot in out-

pipe versatile mode can be found in Supplementary Video S1-

S2. 

For out-pipe high-force mode, the climbing robot consists 

of a main body and two pairs of normally closed legs with 

holes at the inner side of the 3D-printed shell as shown in 

Figure 4. In this mode, the robot was able to climb up vertical 

pipes of certain outer diameter with a payload of up to 200g 

hanging from the bottom or 675g mounted on the top as 

illustrated in Figure 9A and 9B. Besides, a maximum 1968g 

payload, 9.6 times the weight of the robot (205 g in this mode), 

could be sustained by the climbing robot in static working 

mode (no climbing) according to the experimental results as 

shown in Figure 9C, which could be helpful in certain 

circumstances. Of note, the loading will also affect the 

performance of the robot and reduce the stroke of the soft 

linear actuator. When the load was hung from the bottom of 

the robot as in Figure 9A, the push-up process will not be 

influenced, while slower contraction speed of the soft linear 

actuator was observed in the recovering process. Besides, the 

soft actuator would fail to recover when too much payload was 

applied. When the load is mounted on the top of the robot as 

in Figure 9B, a slower elongation speed and a smaller stroke 

of the soft actuator was observed in the push-up process due 

to the influence of the payload, while the recovering process 

was not affected. Corresponding demonstration video can be 

found in Supplementary Video S3. 

For in-pipe mode, the main body of the robot was integrated 

with two pairs of normally closed legs with holes at the outer 

side of the 3D-printed shell. When inflated, the silicone bulges 

popped up from the holes held the robot against the inside of 

the pipe. Hence, by selectively actuating the soft linear 

actuators and legs, the robot was able to navigate inside a pipe 

of 148 mm inner diameter as illustrated in Figure 9D. Related 

demonstration video can be found in Supplementary Video 

S4. 

4. Conclusion and discussion 

In this paper, we present a new design of a multimodal 

pipe-climbing robot with origami clutches and soft modular 

 

Figure 9. Demonstration of the pipe-climbing robot in out-pipe high-force mode and in in-pipe mode. Out-

pipe high-force mode: (A) and (B) climbing along the outside of a PVC pipe with 200 g payload hanging 

from the bottom of the climber or 675 g payload attached at the top; (C) payloads as heavy as 1968 g can 

be sustained without failure for this mode. In-pipe mode: (D) the climber can navigate inside of pipes with 

diameters around 148 mm. 
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legs to try to solve the two main challenges in bioinspired 

pipe-climbing robots: a versatile body for large-stroke 

propulsion and multi-DoF motion, and adaptable legs to exert 

enough holding force in several working scenarios. Firstly, a 

novel pneumatic origami clutch consisting of a soft actuator-

based origami bellow and a slider-slideway mechanism is 

proposed for soft structures to realize multi-DoF motion. 

Analytical models about the deformation of the soft actuator 

inside the pneumatic origami bellow and the pulling force on 

the cable connected to the slider when input air pressure varies 

are introduced in detail and then compared to FEA and 

experimental results. Preliminary results show that a stroke up 

to 289.6% and a maximum 45 degrees-bending on the soft 

linear actuator can be achieved by selectively adjusting the 

input air pressure inside the origami clutches. Then, three 

types of soft modular legs are proposed for multimodal 

climbing of the robot in various working scenarios. 

Experimental results show that this design not only avoids 

grasping failure caused by detachment between the normally 

open legs and pipes when excessive input air pressure is 

applied, but also enhances the grasping force for the normally 

closed legs. To evaluate the performance of the origami 

clutches and soft modular legs, a prototype pipe-climbing 

robot is further developed. Experimental results show that (1) 

in the out-pipe versatile mode, the robot is suitable for pipes 

made of various materials including PVC, rubber and metal 

with diameters ranging from 105 to 117 mm by periodic 

actuation of the soft linear actuator and legs. Besides, the robot 

is also able to deal with pipes with bends of up to 45 degrees 

by selectively regulating the input air pressure inside the 

origami clutches. Furthermore, the prototype proposed in this 

work can also avoid failure due to the carried external load and 

the inherent low stiffness of the soft linear actuator when 

navigating outside a horizontal or inclined pipe, which might 

be difficult for existing multi-chamber soft pipe climbing 

robots; (2) In the out-pipe high-force mode, navigating along 

a specific pipe with max imum 675 g external load at the top 

or 200 g hanging from the bottom, and keeping functional 

without failure under static load as high as 1968 g can be 

achieved; (3) In the in-pipe mode, the robot is then capable of 

traveling inside pipes with 148 mm inner diameter. This 

research might not only offer a new way for soft robots to 

realize multi-DoF motion and enhance their grasping force 

without weakening the inherent compliance of soft materials, 

but also bridges the design gap between in-pipe and out-pipe 

climbing robots. 

In the future, we will focus on optimizing and simplifying 

the origami clutches to selectively adjust the bending angles 

as well as the structural stiffness of soft actuators. In addition, 

pipe-climbing robots which can navigate in a larger workspace 

and negotiate better various obstacles will also be studied. 
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